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Dear Sir / Madam, 
 
On this occasion, we would like to introduce our company ADAL in a few sentences and essential details. For 
further information, please contact us with confidence.  
 
Adal Company consists of two parts:  
 

 Production of horizontal bandsaws 

 Trade of used machine tools 
 
 
● ADAL BANDSAW MACHINES 

 
ADAL Company is a successful and reliable manufacturer of horizontal band 
saw, with a branching network of partners and dealers around the world.  
Our product range is based on professional horizontal bandsaw cutting 
diameter from 240 mm up to 2000 mm (one or two columns). Also, we 
produce smaller "hobby" or semi-professional bandsaws (90mm - 225mm)  
in addition to the product range. 
 
You can view our entire bandsaw range on our official website: 
http://adal.hr/en/machines/adal-pl-bandsaws [LINK] 
 

 
 
● ADAL USED MACHINES 

ADAL Company is also is one of the leading suppliers of used machinery in 
the regions of Central and Eastern Europe. We are buying and selling all 
kinds of used machine tools.  
 
Boring | Lathe | CNC Lathe | Vertical Turning Lathe | Drilling | Radial Drill 
| Slotting | machinetools | Planing | Surface Grinding | Portal Grinding | 
Gear Machines | Presses | Press Brake | Shears | CNC Laser | CNC 
Punching Press | EDM Wire Cut | CNC Vertical and Horizontal Machining 
Center | Heavy Duty | Rotary table | Crane | Hammers | Milling | Plasma 
 
You can view our entire used machinery offer on our official website: 
http://adal.hr/en/machines/used-machines [LINK] 

 
 
Number of satisfied business partners, as well as successful business worked back past 30 years speaks for 
itself, but we are not not satisfied with that but look forward to possible new business challenges and 
collaborations. 
 
IMPORTANT CONTACTS: 
 

USED MACHINETOOLS BANDSAW MACHINES 

Mr. Tonci Peric, Director 
Skype: ADAL, Mr. Tonci Peric  
GSM: 00385 (0)98 / 441 - 225 
E-mail: info@adal.hr 

Mr. Zvonimir Rosa 
SKYPE: zvonimir.rosa 
GSM: 00385 (0)91 / 3737 - 808 
E-MAIL: sales@adal.hr 
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